
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	

 
White	Lotus	Trust	2018-2019	

Annual	report		
	



WHITE	LOTUS	TRUST	PROJECTS:	
	
BLOSSOM	BUS		-	1138	girls	vulnerable	to	drop	out,	served	since	2010	
	
Blossom	Bus	–	continues	to	provide	access	to	education	while	impacting	on	
gender	differentiation,	discrimination	and	gender	based	violence.	
	
During	the	2018-2019	academic	year	we’ve	been	transporting	328	girls	to	schools	
in	Haryana	and	Rajasthan	and	40	girls	to	two	Colleges	in	Palwal.	The	girls	and	
their	families	are	more	than	delighted	about	the	service	and	want	the	facility	to	
continue	so	that	more	and	more	girls	could	complete	school	education.	230	attend	
two	high	schools	in	Haryana,	58	in	one	high	school	in	Rajasthan,	and	40	are	
attending	in	college,	including	seven	of	them	pursuing	education	at	the	Masters	
level.	
	
SOCIAL	IMPACT:	
	
The	WLT	Blossom	Bus	program	empowers	vulnerable	women	and	girls	in	the	
Mewat	areas	of	Haryana	and	Rajasthan,	India,	by	providing	them	access	to	
education	via	a	free	bus	service.	In	this	regressive	district	in	terms	of	female	
mobility	(in	all	of	India),	young	women	and	girls	frequently	do	not	attend	school	
past	the	5th	or	8th	grade.	In	these	communities,	after	completing	school	locally,	
boys	are	typically	allowed	to	travel	to	neighboring	villages	to	continue	their	
education,	while	teenage	girls	are	prevented	from	doing	the	same.	Traversing	
rural	back	roads	on	foot	exposes	them	to	dangers	of	harassment	and	also	rape.	
Parent’s	fears	for	their	girls’	safety	are	well	founded.	As	a	result	girls	often	stay	
home,	marry	early	and	become	child	bearers	and	home-makers	shortly	thereafter.	
Blossom	Bus	empowers	this	demographic	of	girls	to	continue	their	education	at	
regionally	unprecedented	levels.	The	education	they	receive	transforms	their	
lives,	as	it	supports	their	confidence,	independence,	and	earning	potential.	
Educated	women	mean	educated	households	in	traditional	male-dominated	
societies	such	as	Mewat.	We	believe	that	facilitating	these	girls’	security	and	self-
reliance	through	access	to	education	can	help	them	activate	their	social	and	
economic	potential.	As	Blossom	riders	become	leaders	and	role	models,	they	
combat	devastating	class	and	gender	norms	on	a	societal	level,	and	pave	the	way	
for	generations	to	come.	The	ongoing	service	we	provide	in	this	region	is	
transforming	the	lives	of	individual	riders,	improving	their	quality	of	life	as	well	as	
helping	to	establish	female	education	as	a	norm	rather	than	an	anomaly.	While	
our	goal	is	for	as	many	girls	to	graduate	high	school	as	possible,	accomplishing	
one	more	year	of	school	for	girls	in	these	areas	is	a	stand	out	victory	outcome.	No	
matter	what	level	of	school	these	girls	reach,	if	they	go	back	to	school	on	our	
Blossom	Bus	it	is	a	win,	a	victory,	and	of	huge	benefit	to	them.	Over	the	years	we	
see	an	increase	in	the	number	of	girls	graduating	and	moving	on	to	higher	
education	and	employment,	as	well	as	the	transforming	of	local	attitudes	toward	
female	education	and	mobility.	
	
	
	



We	are	delighted	that	in	the	2018-2019	grant	period,	all	of	the	girls	studying	at	
the	12th	grade	level	have	been	confirmed	to	have	passed	their	final	exams.	This	is	
clear	evidence	the	transport	of	young	women	and	girls	to	upper	and	secondary	
school	is	impacting	on	academic	outcomes	in	our	target	area,	the	program	also	
continues	to	impact	on	local	attitudes	towards	female	mobility	in	the	region.	
Further,	as	we	empower	the	girls	in	these	communities,	they	contribute	to	
sustainable	long-term	community	growth	and	ultimately	transformation	of	the	
societies	they	are	living	in.	
	
MACRO	LEVEL	IMPACT:	
	
Recently,	the	Haryana	State	Government	released	confirmation	that	the	Mewat	
district	is	now	in	5th	place	among	22	districts	in	the	state	(jumping	17	districts	in	
terms	of	board	exam	result	of	grade	10	and	12!).	Another	report	shows	
enrollment	in	the	state	including	948	girls	in	grade	12	in	the	Mewat	district.	When	
we	initiated	the	program	in	2009,	there	was	only	one	girl	from	the	Muslim	
community	in	grade	nine	in	the	84	villages	we	surveyed.	Nowadays	parents	in	
Mewat	are	motivated	as	well	as	feel	pressured	to	send	their	daughters	to	schools	
(peer	pressure).	The	girls	themselves	will	come	forward	and	push	their	parents	to	
allow	them	to	complete	their	education.	We	are	proud	of	the	important	role	that	
Blossom	Bus	has	played	to	shift	attitudes	in	the	district	towards	female	mobility	
and	education.	Known	as	one	of	the	most	regressive	in	terms	of	female	education	
in	all	of	India.	
	
A	challenge	the	girls	from	our	program	face	is	that	there	is	not	always	job	
opportunity	for	them	in	their	home	villages.	Some	girls	are	sitting	exams	to	join	
the	police	force	while	others	pursue	paths	as	teachers.	Nonetheless,	all	of	the	
educated	girls	of	Mewat	confront	gender	discrimination	head	on	and	build	
confidence,	independence,	and	earning	potential	as	a	result	of	whatever	
Education	they	complete.	As	homemakers	as	well,	educated	women	are	more	
empowered	to	make	choices	in	the	household	as	well	as	known	to	invest	more	of	
their	income	into	their	families	than	men.	More,	the	children	of	educated	women	
are	more	likely	to	receive	educational	opportunities	themselves.	Blossom	Bus	
riders;	too,	are	of	course	qualified	when	jobs	are	available.	In	providing	access	to	
education	to	this	demographic,	we	are	sincerely	contributing	to	the	sustainable	
transformation	of	these	communities.	
	
In	2018-2019,	our	program	had	a	number	of	significant	and	unexpected	
positive	outcomes	we	are	delighted	to	report:	
	
1.	The	Hindustan	Times	visited	the	Blossom	Bus	program	(29/07/2018)	area	and	
interviewed	our	students,	their	families	and	school-teachers.	We	have	attached	
the	article	as	appendix	1.	
2.	As	discussed	above,	the	Haryana	State	Government	came	out	with	data	that	
confirms	gender	discrimination	in	the	region	we	work	continues	to	fall.	There	
have	been	enrollment	increases	for	girls	across	the	ten	years	we’ve	worked	on	
access	to	education	and	now	there	are	girls	enrolling	in	school	from	all	over	the	
district.	Blossom	Bus	and	its	advocates	are	inspiration	for	young	women	across	
the	district	of	Mewat.	



3.		More	than	ever,	teachers	and	school	Head	Masters	are	playing	an	active	role	in	
recruiting	girls	from	different	villages	to	ride	the	bus.	They	collect	names	for	the	
bus	on	behalf	of	our	program	and	enroll	them	in	school.	The	role	these	teachers	
play	is	crucial	to	convince	parents	the	bus	is	safe	for	their	daughters	to	ride,	
although	more	and	more	Blossom	Bus	is	becoming	a	household	name.	The	Head	of	
the	School	at	the	Girls	High	School	in	Aharwan	said	without	the	bus	service	the	
high	school	would	shut	down,	as	60%	of	the	students	attending	are	Blossom	Bus	
riders.	
	
NUMBER	OF	GIRLS	SERVED	THIS	YEAR	BY	GRADE:	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	

	
	

	
	

By	Grade	 By	number	of	Girls	
Six	 20	
Seven	 24	
Eight	 30	
Nine	 67	
Ten	 88	
Eleven	 15	
Twelve	 44	
College	Year	1	 20	
College	Year	2	 20	
TOTAL	 328	

The	bus	that	makes	education	for	girls	possible!!	



Long	term	impact	~	A	Case	Study:	
	
Lokesh	travelled	to	school	and	College	for	six	years	on	Blossom	Bus	from	Bichpuri	
village	along	with	around	30	other	riders	from	the	same	village.	During	2016-17,		

Lokesh	was	one	of	six	young	women,	all	Blossom	Bus	riders,	hired	by	us	for	an	
after	school	teaching	program	called	Equality	Education	Addition	(EQ+).	She	was	
paid	for	that	work	and	earned	herself	a	lot	of	respect	from	her	village	for	being	a	
young,	educated	woman	getting	a	good	salary	while	working	from	her	home	
village.	
Recently	Lokesh	broke	another	social	and	economic	glass	ceiling	by	landing	a	job	
in	a	local	bank	near	her	village	and	which	carries	a	tremendous	amount	of	respect	
as	a	young	woman	in	a	male	dominated	society	where	traditionally,	young	women	
are	defined	by	their	husband	and	stay	at	home	looking	after	children,	home	and	
hearth.	She	is	lucky	in	the	sense	her	parents	are	very	encouraging.	Her	father	
wanted	her	to	achieve	something	and	become	a	role	model	for	the	village	girls,	to	
motivate	them	to	come	out	of	poverty	through	empowerment	by	education.	
Lokesh	is	not	the	shy	and	timid	girl	her	society	expected	her	to	be	and	told	us	that	
riding	on	Blossom	Bus	gave	her	a	sense	of	safety	and	confidence	to	ride	a	bike	
alone	without	fear	of	harassment,	especially	now	that	many	villagers	now	see	her	
in	the	bank	and	respect	her.		Lokesh	also	tells	us	this	is	only	a	beginning	and	that	
her	current	position	will	provide	a	platform	for	her	to	get	a	much	better	job	after	
completing	her	college	education.		
	
	
	
	

Lokesh	teaching	EQU+	program	class	inside	the	government	school	in	her	own	
village	of	Bichpuri. 



ASHA	–	Village	based	rural	health	program:	
	
Last	year	was	the	first	year	of	this	program	and	in	which	we	initiated	work	in	five	
rural	villages	of	Kaman	block	in	the	Bharatpur	district	of	Mewat,	Rajasthan;	Kherli	
Nanu,	Ghosting	(1,2,3),	Bahadurpur,	Kakan	Khori,	and	Jeera	Hera.		
These	villages	consist	of	1,335	families,	some	10,680	individuals.	We	continued	
working	closely	with	community	health	services	in	these	villages	and	added	five	
more	when	in	early	2018	we	expanded	our	Anganwadi	center	network	from	7	to	
23	centres.	This	incredible	expansion	of	our	work	means	that	our	program	will	
now	impact	at	least	45,000	people	in	the	villages	these	23	Anganwadi	serve.	Due	
to	the	incredible	growth	in	the	populations	we	began	reaching	we	applied	in	
depth	advocacy	and	capacity	building	work	to	five	more	villages,	an	expansion	
from	5	to	10	villages	as	the	main	target	area	for	the	intervention.	
	

	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	

An	Anganwadi	worker	recording	childen's	weight	into	a	journal.	The	children	are	
keeping	take	home	nutrition	pack	on	their	heads.	



	 Direct	Impact	on	ASHA	project	beneficiaries	in	the	period:	
	
Children	in	the	age	group	0	to	6	years:	1200	(Total	children	in	age	group	0-6	
are	10322,	boys	–	5259,	girls	–	5063)		
	
20	boys	and	20	girls	in	each	of	30	Anganwadi	are	getting	take	home	food	and	
fresh	cooked	food	regularly.	This	has	happened	after	our	intervention	through	
participation	in	monthly	meeting	of	Anganwadi	Workers	with	Supervisor.	We	
raised	the	issue	of	fresh	cooked	food	and	the	Supervisor	allowed	us	to	monitor	the	
delivery	of	services.	WL	representatives	visit	Anganwadi	on	regular	basis	and	
ensure	fresh	cooked	food	is	provided	to	children	at	least	10	days	in	a	month	
matching	the	funds	provided	for	the	purpose.	
1200	children	are	being	monitored	for	their	growth	on	regular	basis	using	the	
weighing	scales	we	have	provided	and	now	the	Anganwadi	have	started	
identifying	malnourished	children	and	are	advising	parents	to	visit	Primary	
Health	Centres	of	government	for	treatment.	
1200	children	are	getting	immunization	and	vaccination	for	preventable	diseases	
on	regular	basis.	This	has	happened	due	to	improvement	in	attendance	of	children	
at	Anganwadi	due	to	Nutrition	Days	organized	by	our	Program	on	regular	basis	in	
30	Anganwadi.	The	ANMs	are	now	more	sincere	as	they	know	that	we	are	
conducting	meetings	with	community	and	making	them	aware	about	the	
importance	of	vaccinations.	
The	parents	of	children	are	now	advised	to	take	care	of	children’s	nutrition	
through	our	community	meetings	by	using	food	ingredients	available	at	home	in	a	
better	way.	
	
	
Pregnant	women	and	lactating	mothers:	540	in	30	Anganwadi		(Total	
pregnant	women	–	634	and	Lactating	Mothers	–	768)	
	
Better	performance	of	ANM	improves	the	quality	of	services	provided	to	the	
pregnant	women	and	lactating	mothers.	Also	the	awareness	provided	to	these	
women	through	our	community	meetings	regularly	has	made	a	difference.	These	
women	are	now	changing	their	mindset	towards	adopting	measures	suggested	by	
ANM,	ASHA	and	Anganwadi	Workers	for	regular	checkups,	nutrition,	regular	and	
sufficient	supply	of	take	home	food	by	Anganwadi	has	made	these	women	visiting	
Anganwadi	regularly.	This	is	a	positive	change	as	many	women	were	not	
accepting	pills	provided	by	the	ANM	and	Anganwadi	due	to	myths	and	rumors	
spread	on	religion	basis.	
There	are	myths	and	rumors	spread	by	some	people	from	Muslim	community	that	
the	government	wants	to	limit	their	family	size	and	taking	pills	provided	by	the	
government	may	result	in	no	further	pregnancies	after	two	children.	We	are	
trying	to	spread	awareness	on	facts	through	community	meetings	that	will	bring	
positive	changes,	everyone	hopes.	
	
	
	
	



Adolescent	Girls:	60	in	30	Anganwadi	(total	Adolescent	girls	in	30	
Anganwadi	–	2853)	
	
Though	the	number	of	adolescent	girls	is	large	in	most	of	the	villages	but	as	per	
the	guidelines,	only	two	adolescent	girls	are	enrolled	at	Anganwadi.	The	ASHA	is	
supposed	to	give	them	iron	pills	if	required	and	awareness	on	reproductive	
health.	The	Workers	inform	us	during	the	community	meetings	that	iron	pills	are	
not	being	supplied	to	Anganwadi	or	ASHA	for	a	long	time.	Some	villages	say	that	
they	have	not	distributed	iron	pills	for	last	2	to	4	years.	Another	disturbing	fact	
came	to	light	during	the	community	meetings	is	that	the	ANM	never	conducts	
meeting	with	the	adolescent	girls	due	to	non	availability	of	time.	The	ANM	visits	
each	Anganwadi	once	a	month	and	her	job	is	limited	to	providing	injection	to	
pregnant	women.	
As	we	cannot	provide	the	pills	to	Anganwadi,	we	have	started	inviting	adolescent	
girls	in	our	community	meetings	and	we	make	them	aware	about	other	home	
remedies	to	address	the	problem	of	anemia.	There	are	methods	of	cooking	food	
with	some	ingredients	easily	available	at	home	that	can	help	reduce	anemia.		
We	have	found	that	some	girls	are	educated	and	eager	to	know	more	about	health	
and	hygiene	that	is	a	positive	sign	and	we	are	now	conducting	regular	meetings	
with	adolescent	girls	and	talk	about	their	problems.	
	
Community	awareness	on	Hygiene	and	preventive	diseases:	Total	
Population	covered	by	30	Anganwadi	–	58,219	(29,555	women	28664	men)	
in	18	villages.		
	
It	is	evident	that	not	all	the	children,	Adolescent,	pregnant	women	and	Lactating	
mothers	eligible	for	Anganwadi	care,	are	enrolled	and	get	benefits	of	government	
schemes.	The	beneficiaries	are	enrolled	as	per	guidelines	of	the	government	and	
the	benefits	are	reaching	to	a	small	group	of	eligible	beneficiaries.	We	at	White	
Lotus	can	only	do	awareness	about	the	need	of	care	and	protection	through	our	
community	meetings	and	so	are	making	people	aware	about	how	can	they	look	
after	their	needs	of	nutrition	for	the	children,	adolescent,	pregnant	women	and	
lactating	mothers	and	protect	them	from	preventable	diseases	by	adopting	
hygienic	lifestyle.	
We	are	conducting	meetings	with	community	inviting	all	women	at	Anganwadi	in	
presence	of	Workers,	ANM	and	Supervisor	and	motivating	all	to	look	after	the	
growth	of	the	children.	These	meetings	are	conducted	every	week	in	different	
villages.	People	have	started	understanding	the	needs	of	children	and	women	and	
have	started	adopting	measures	recommended	during	these	meetings	by	White	
Lotus	representatives,	Anganwadi	Workers	and	ASHA.	The	Workers	and	ASHA	are	
hopeful	that	these	meetings	if	continued	for	a	long	time	will	change	the	mindset	of	
the	community	and	the	health	situation	of	women	and	children.		
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



Training	of	Anganwadi	staff	and	ASHA	–	76	+	6	ANM’s	
	
We	are	providing	training	to	the	Workers	on	regular	basis	and	have	provided	
equipment	and	IEC	material	to	all	30	Anganwadi	for	growth	monitoring	of	the	
children.	We	have	also	provided	blood	pressure	measuring	machine	to	one	
worker	who	also	does	home	delivery	in	case	the	women	does	not	want	to	go	to	
health	centre.	We	have	provided	smart	phones	to	two	Workers	to	see	how	they	
can	handle	it	and	send	us	the	data	of	their	day-to-day	activities	through	phone.	
The	weighing	scales	are	provided	to	more	than	50	Anganwadi	and	growth	charts	
to	all	242	Anganwadi	in	the	Kaman	block.	
	
	

Open	Defecation	(there	were	1400	households	out	of	7,001	having	toilets	at	
home	in	2017	and	now	after	our	intervention	it	has	increased	to	4950):	
	
We	are	motivating	people	to	build	toilets	at	home	for	their	own	health	even	if	they	
do	not	get	the	financial	help	from	the	government	as	it	will	save	their	expenses	on	
visits	to	the	doctors	and	medicines.	Why	should	they	look	towards	government	
help	for	building	a	toilet	when	they	have	build	houses	on	their	own	without	
government	help?	
Though	many	families	have	received	financial	help	from	government	to	build	
toilets	but	many	have	built	toilets	on	their	own	and	have	applied	for	aid	from	
government.	70%	households	now	have	toilets	at	home	and	more	are	being	
motivated	through	our	community	meetings.	

Training	of	Anganwadi	staff	and	ASHA	–	76	+	6	ANM’s	
	



Hand	Wash	and	Hygeine	training:	
	
We	organized	Hand	Wash	Days	in	schools,	Anganwadi	and	during	the	community	
meetings	also	which	has	changed	the	habits	of	many	households.	We	are	now	
informed	during	community	meetings	that	most	of	the	houses	now	use	soap	for	
hand	wash	before	cooking	and	eating	food	and	after	using	toilets.	We	are	also	told	
that	there	is	a	need	for	more	awareness	on	keeping	cleanliness,	as	many	people	
still	do	not	clean	their	footwear	or	use	contaminated	footwear	though	they	wash	
their	hands	thoroughly.	This	awareness	building	drive	also	needs	more	
interactions	and	real	cleanliness	drives	instead	of	only	Hand	Wash	Days.	
We	are	talking	about	these	habits	with	the	community	during	our	community	
meetings	now	and	the	Anganwadi	Workers	are	also	part	of	this	drive	for	
awareness	building.	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Nutrition	Day	at	Jurhera	village	24-6-18	



Report	of	Education	Quality	Addition	(EQU+)	program	at	
Delhi	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
In	late	2017	we	became	aware	of	the	plight	of	in	and	out	of	school	children	living	
in	peri	urban	communities	of	outer	Delhi,	parents	of	which	are	mostly	migrant	
labour	from	other	Indian	States.	The	impetus	for	the	program	arose	after	some	
out-of-school	girls	and	their	mothers	living	in	the	neighbourhood	of	a	slum	near	
Punjabi	Bagh	approached	a	White	Lotus	Field	Officer	seeking	help	in	getting	their	
daughters	enrolled	in	a	local	school.		
By	way	of	context,	authorities	in	Government	schools	across	India	generally	wish	
to	avoid	poor,	out	of	school	children	as	they	are	above	six	years	of	age	and	seek	
admission	in	classes	above	grade	one	on	the	basis	of	age	appropriate	admissions	
allowed	in	the	RTE	Act.	During	our	EQU+	program	in	Mewat,	we	came	across	of	
many	cases	of	children	in	grade	2,	3	and	4	that	could	not	even	recognize	A	B	C,	
which	is	taught	from	grade	one.	Being	in	the	field	of	education	as	activists,	we	
could	not	ignore	the	plight	of	these	children.	
We	called	a	meeting	of	parents	and	25	children	were	quickly	identified	to	begin	
classes,	most	of	them	in	school	and	some	out	of	school.	We	found	a	local	teacher	
and	took	on	a	classroom	for	rent.	The	classes	were	run	from	4.30	to	6pm	daily.	
During	the	first	nine	months	of	our	intervention	we	worked	to	understand	the	
needs	of	the	children,	parents,	community	and	schools	in	order	to	develop	a	
strategy	to	deal	with	schools	and	authorities	in	Delhi,	as	they	are	quite	different	
from	rural	villages.	We	found	that	compared	to	earlier	years,	the	government	is	
now	more	cooperative	towards	parents	and	doing	a	lot	to	improve	the	schools.	
We	also	found	the	infrastructure	in	schools	had	improved	a	lot,	however	quality	of	

Children	at	White	Lotus	EQU+	class,	love	it’s	learn	through	
play	and	active	learning	culture	



education	and	learning	levels	remained	a	serious	challenge	even	for	the	
government.		
Some	schools	had	also	refused	admission	to	some	of	the	children	without	the	right	
documents	to	prove	their	domicile	in	Delhi	and	which	is	basically	illegal.	These	
people	are	of	course	not	aware	of	their	rights	and	not	capable	of	approaching	the	
right	people	for	solutions	so	are	left	high	and	dry	with	their	children	out	of	school.	
The	schools	are	taking	advantage	of	the	provision	of	No	Detention	in	RTE	Act	and	
are	promoting	the	children	to	the	next	class	without	applying	remedial	teaching	
where	children’s	knowledge	is	not	up	to	the	class	standard	it	should	be	for	their	
age.		
	
Stated	Objectives	of	the	program:		
	
To	help	the	‘out-of-school’	children	by	getting	them	enrolled	in	government	
schools.	
	
Conducting	bridge	classes	for	the	children	enrolled	in	age	appropriate	classes	and	
the	children	who	have	learned	very	little	even	after	attending	schools	for	3-4	
years,	so	that	they	do	not	drop	out	again	when	face	exams	or	tests.	
	
Build	Empowerment	in	their	parents	through	education	about	the	rights	of	
children	to	free	and	compulsory	quality	education	guaranteed	by	Law.	
Helping	them	in	writing	letters	to	the	authorities	where	the	rights	of	their	
children	are	being	violated.	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	

Academic	progress	is	monitored.	Children	are	happy	
when	they	get	the	attention	they	need	to	deal	with	

problems	of	their	day-to-day	subjects	



Activities:	
	
Conducting	daily	after	school	class	for	25-30	children	below	14	years	of	age.	
Helping	children	in	getting	enrolled	in	schools	even	if	they	do	not	have	documents	
to	show	their	domicile.	Parents	meet	with	the	program	once	a	month	or	whenever	
needed	with	individuals	in	need	of	attention	to	their	problems	related	to	school	or	
the	learning	level	of	a	child.		
	
The	centre	ran	smoothly	from	July	2018	to	March	2019.	Time	is	allocated	in	each	
class	for	working	on	helping	students	to	understand	their	school	homework	and	
any	questions	they	have	with	respect	to	their	school	curriculum.	There	is	also	
time	allocated	for	constructive	play	such	as	drawing,	dance	and	the	Arts.	This	
ensures	the	children	are	engaged	and	energetic	and	which	is	evident	in	high	
attendance	rates	and	improved	academic	performance.	A	sense	of	community	is	
developed	through	monthly	meetings	with	parents.	They	are	encouraged	to	
become	more	engaged	in	their	children’s	education.	Parents	are	highly	
appreciative	of	the	classes	as	their	children	are	not	only	in	a	safe	place,	it	is	also	
educational	and	helps	to	avert	drop	out	due	to	falling	behind	in	school.	
	
		

	
	
	
	
	
	



	
White	Lotus	Trust	partner	programs:	
	
	
Buddha	Smiles	program	at	Vellore	District	of	Thiruvannamalai	
and	the	Amirthi	forests		
	
White	Lotus	has	been	supporting	and	building	capacity	in	this	partnership	
program	with	Professor	Manivannan	since	the	early	2000’s.	The	program	
continues	to	serve	these	very	poor,	illiterate	and	economically	marginalized	
families	to	ensure	their	children	remain	in	school	as	long	as	possible	with	a	view	
to	assisting	them	to	break	cycles	of	poverty	while	providing	them	with	an	ethical	
and	moral	education	filled	with	joy	of	learning.	
	
	

	
Background:	
	
Buddha	Smiles-White	Lotus	Project	on	Non-Formal	Education	for	the	children	
from	stone	quarry,	landless	labourers,	small	farmers,	daily	wage	workers	and	
weaver’s	families	in	Vellore	and	Thiruvannamalai	Districts	of	Tamil	Nadu	have	
been	operational	for	more	than	twelve	years	now.		This	programme	is	being	
implemented	in	15	villages	in	Vellore	and	Thiruvannamalai	Districts	of	Tamil	
Nadu	to	reduce	dropouts,	improve	students’	knowledge	and	build	values	in	them.	
During	the	period	2018,	there	were	total	of	528	student	beneficiaries	of	whom	

Bala	(at	left)	our	Buddha	Smiles,	highly	talented	song	and	dance	and	epic	
story	teller,	brings	the	evening	classes	to	life	for	these	marginalized	children	
of	illiterate	labor.	



53%	were	female	and	remaining	47%	male	children.	Students	in	each	center	
range	from	minimum	25	to	maximum	40	students.	These	students	study	in	the	
Government	primary	schools.	The	parents	of	these	students	are	daily	wage	
earners,	stone	quarry	workers,	landless	labourers	and	mainly	from	tribal	and	
weavers’	families.		Majority	of	them	come	from	socially	and	economically	
backward	communities.			
There	are	totally	fifteen	functional	centers	under	this	programme	in	two	districts	
of	Tamil	Nadu,	which	includes	five	functional	centers	in	the	tribal	areas	covers	the		
	
Objectives	of	the	Program	
	
The	major	objective	of	formulating	this	program	by	White	lotus	and	Buddha	
smiles	Project	was	to:	
	
• Reduce	the	dropout	children	in	Vellore	and	Thiruvannamalai	region	
	
• Empower	children	by	providing	due	rights	in	terms	of	education	and	equal	

participation	
	
• Encourage	children,	especially	the	girl	children	to	study	
	
• Support	migrating	families	and	socially	and	economically	backward	families	
	
• Support	first	generation	learners	and	motivate	them	to	purse	school	education		
• Across	the	above	stated,	target	areas	of	the	project
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TABLE	OF	VILLAGES	AND	STRENGTH	OF	STUDENTS	IN	THE	15	CENTRES:	
	
	

S.	
No	 Name	of	the	Village		 District/Area	 Total	

Students		

Total	
Male	
Students	

Total	
Female	
Students	

1	 Ngarampa	 Thiruvannamalai	 46	 22	 24	

2	 Rangapuram	 	Vellore		 41	 20	 21	

3	 Ooteri	 	Vellore		 43	 21	 22	

4	 Reddypalayam	 Thiruvannamalai	 50	 19	 31	

5	 Alagusenai	 Thiruvannamalai	 32	 17	 15	

6	 ChinnaIyyampalayam	 	Vellore		 39	 14	 25	

7	 Mettukudisai	 Thiruvannamalai	 31	 15	 16	

8	 Athimalaipattu	 Vellore	 43	 21	 22	

9	 Pattankulam	 	Vellore		 27	 12	 15	

10	 Md	Sevoor	 	Vellore		 39	 19	 20	

11	 Saathambattu	 Thiruvannamalai	 20	 16	 4	

12	 Aavaramvalasai	 Thiruvannamalai	 22	 10	 12	

13	 Saranangkuppam	 Thiruvannamalai	 26	 12	 14	

14	 Thaadhangkuppam	 Thiruvannamalai	 38	 15	 23	

15	 Palalapiraampattu	 Thiruvannamalai	 31	 16	 15	

		 Total	 		 528	 249	 279	
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Program	Description	
	
There	has	been	an	increase	of	student	strength	close	to	6	%	as	compared	to	the	
previous	year.	In	south	region	most	of	the	centres	are	functioning	in	government	
school	premises	and	in	north	region	it	is	residential	and	Anganvadi	buildings.		
	
Special	Focus	
	
The	main	areas	of	this	initiative	started	with	an	aim	to	address	the	educational	
needs	of	the	children	from	the	stone	quarry	areas.	This	programme	had	
diversified	its	operation	to	become	inclusive	of	special	circumstances	of	children	
from	other	communities	such	as	weavers	(e.g.	Sevur	Centre),	socially	
marginalized	groups	and	areas	with	poor	educational	infrastructures	and	
motivation	for	pursuing	school	education	with	high	percentage	of	outflow	of	
migrant	labour	from	rural	areas.		
	
Though	compelled	to	adhere	to	the	mainstream	curriculum,	the	non-formal	
centers	share	a	bigger	mission	and	vision	of	social	change.		Hence,	the	
programme	has	become	more	inclusive	of	special	needs	and	circumstances	of	the	
people	in	the	region.	The	major	objective	of	this	initiative	is	to	encourage	
children	from	the	targeted	communities	to	go	to	school	as	well	as	to	ensure	their	
retention/	attendance	at	the	nearest	schools.			
	
This	geographical	area	of	the	five	new	centers	in	the	tribal	area	is	known	for	very	
low	level	of	education	and	deforestation	activities	controlled	by	
Sandalwood/Redwood	mafia.		The	poor	tribal	people	are	exploited	by	the	
Redwood/Sandalwood	smugglers	for	cutting	the	precious	trees.		Poverty,	
unemployment	and	illiteracy	among	the	people	are	important	factors	for	the	
poor	conditions	of	life,	criminal	nexus	and	police	atrocities	in	the	region.	Hence,	
we	extended	our	centers	to	these	areas	where	all	the	children	come	from	tribal	
families	of	this	hill	region	near	Amirthi	Forests/Javvadhu	Hills.		
	
	Due	to	lack	of	education	and	high	school	dropouts,	men	take	to	smuggling	of	
sandalwood	and	redwood	trees	and	women	face	neglect	and	social	
marginalisation,	we	are	making	a	conscious	decision	in	choosing	to	work	in	these	
areas	as	part	of	genuine	extension	of	Buddha	Smiles-White	Lotus	work.	We	have	
been	able	to	make	our	presence	felt	in	the	region.		
	
Program	Description:		
	
Buddha	Smiles-White	Lotus	has	been	keen	and	preparing	the	ground	to	make	a	
beginning	in	this	difficult	social	terrain.		We	have	held	several	meetings	with	the	
community	leaders,	parents	and	children	as	part	of	our	preparations	including	
identification	of	teachers	&	volunteers	during	this	period.	Mr.Chandrasekahar,	
coordinator	comes	from	the	same	Amirthi	Forest	area	and	has	promoted	the	
sense	of	pursuing	higher	education	amongst	the	teenage	group	and	they	intern	
have	encouraged	the	primary	kids	to	study.		
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Teaching	Methods:	
	
Along	with	adherence	to	the	mainstream	curriculum	at	the	non-formal	
educational	centers,	we	also	incorporate	several	non-formal	techniques	of	
teaching/learning	in	addition	to	the	traditional	classroom	methodologies.	We	
have	been	developed	activity	based	learning	for	the	children	to	ensure	their	
interest,	which	ultimately	address	the	challenge	of	retention.		We	also	adopt,	
develop	and	implement	more	non-formal	methods	such	as	play	and	learn,	
activity	based	educational	systems	as	well	as	the	integration	of	visual	
teaching/learning	methods.		The	evening	class	education	methodology	and	
curriculum	in	specific	are	not	just	framed	to	improve	the	education	skills	of	the	
students	but	also	intended	to	create	positive	values	in	their	lives	through	active	
participative	learning	methods.		
	
The	evening	class	starts	by	4:30	-	5:00	pm,	with	a	silent	meditation	and	children	
also	join	songs.		Thereafter	45	minutes	of	reading	exercise	is	carried	out	followed	

by	supporting	work	towards	
completing	their	homework.	
It	may	be	mentioned	here	
that	majority	of	children	in	
rural	schools	and	
Government	schools	do	not	
receive	any	support	or	
attention	from	their	parents	
due	to	social	and	economic	
circumstances.		Socio-
economic	and	educational	
background	of	the	parents	
and	families	are	important	
reason	for	the	drop-out	of	

children	from	the	government	schools.		Hence,	the	Buddha	Smiles-White	Lotus	
programme	addresses	one	of	the	critical	challenges	of	our	education	system	–i.e.,	
the	prevention	of	drop-out	of	children	in	rural	areas	and	government	schools.		
	
Social	Awareness	on,	judicious	use	of	plastic	bags,	blood	donation	and	being	
responsible	citizens	were	also	created	amongst	children	during	the	meetings.	
Languages	like	Tamil	and	English	were	taught	through	Activities	Based	Learning	
(ABL)	methodology.	Students	of	first	and	second	grade	were	taught	letters	and	
words,	third	grade	were	taught	to	create	and	read	sentences,	story	and	
paragraph	creation	for	fourth	and	fifth	grade.	Mathematics	for	children	was	also	
taught	through	ABL	method.	
The	children	studying	in	the	centre	receives	an	excellent	quality	education	they	
perform	well	in	their	respective	classes	as	an	outcome	of	this	initiative.	One	of	
the	good	practices	in	these	classes	is	to	respect	and	revive	native	wisdom	
through	play	and	learn	methods	in	terms	of	recollecting/recording	the	names	of	
plants,	trees,	flowers	in	the	region.	Among	other	factors	in	measuring	our	work	
and	relevance	in	the	stone	quarry	areas	and	other	centers,	we	have	able	to	make	
a	difference	to	the	environment	by	encouraging	children	to	pursue	studies	and	
attend	school	regularly.			
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Children	do	enjoy	the	support	base	that	the	teachers	can	provide	as	they	bring	
their	questions	and	clarifications	to	the	community	teacher.		This	provides	
greater	confidence	to	the	children	as	they	become	aware	of	supporting	
systems/bases	within	the	community	given	the	pressures/demands	of	
educational	system.			There	are	instances	of	appreciation	received	from	villagers	
about	the	growth	in	pass	percentage	in	the	village	and	change	in	the	general	
attitude	of	the	children	towards	their	interest	in	education.		More	importantly,	
the	evening	classes	engage	the	children	in	a	creative	way	than	being	placed	
before	the	television	without	any	choice	and	activities	of	learning.		This	is	an	
invisible	but	definite	change	in	the	educational	and	social	environment	of	the	
stone	quarry	areas	and	weavers’	villages.	This	education	support	system	in	new	
area	is	welcomed	well.	Teachers	teach	children	to	dance	and	sing	which	is	a	joy	
for	children.		
	
	
Teachers	and	Training:	
	
Teachers	basically	come	from	the	same	geographical,	socio-economic	
environment	as	the	students	and	belong	to	same	villages.	Majority	of	teachers	
are	also	Graduates.	In	Amarthi	region	all	the	teachers	pursuing	their	graduations	
and	diploma	degrees.	Teachers	demonstrate	lot	of	interest	and	commitment	at	
the	evening	schools.	Several	of	them	are	undergraduate	students	in	the	nearby	
colleges	and	few	of	them	have	a	High	School	pass	certificate.	It	is	also	our	goal	
and	policy	to	encourage	teachers	to	pursue	higher	education	and	remain	
connected	in	pursuit	of	education/knowledge.			
	
Bi-annual	Teachers’	Training	programme	has	also	helped	us	to	identify	and	
address	specific	concerns	of	each	teacher	and	support	them	both	individually	
and	collectively.		All	teachers	come	together	on	at	least	three	occasions	during	
the	year	–	twice	for	the	bi-annual	teachers’	training	and	for	the	interaction	with	
the	formal	schoolteachers	at	the	Garden	of	Peace	School	in	the	month	of	April	
every	year.		We	have	combined	this	training	with	the	need	for	deep	listening	
exercise	for	everyone	including	the	teachers,	volunteers	and	the	administrators	
(co-ordination	team).				
	
Teachers	get	an	opportunity	to	come	together	as	well	to	interact	with	different	
ideas	and	experiences	shared/narrated	by	each	other	including	the	trainers.		
Trainers	have	also	expressed	their	satisfaction	of	having	been	engaged	with	the	
social	mission	of	this	nature	and	offered	to	do	a	further	follow-up	including	
future	assessment/evaluation	of	the	programme	through	interaction	with	the	
teachers	and	students	as	well.		
	
The	children	from	the	stone	quarries	and	the	weavers’	communities	from	the	
school	go	on	an	educational	tour	every	year	besides	the	biannual	get-to-gather	
for	the	children	held	at	the	Garden	of	Peace	Primary	School	at	Kurumbapalayam	
Village,	Kanyambadi	Block,	Vellore	District,	Tamil	Nadu.		These	children	more	
often	do	not	get	an	opportunity	to	travel	anywhere	other	than	circumstances	of	
migrating	from	one	place	to	another	and	the	opportunity	of	travelling	to	their	
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native	place	once	in	a	few	years	for	family	and	religious	ceremonies.			This	
initiative	has	been	in	practice	since	2010.	
Photo	Gallery	
	
	
	
	
	 	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

A	Buddha	Smiles	class	for	tribal	children	of	the	Amirthi	forests	
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Garden	of	Peace,	Nutrition	for	education	program:	
	
NUTRITION	FOR	EDUCATION	OF	CHILDREN	FROM	POOR,	VILLAGE	
FAMILIES:	
	
Garden	 of	 Peace	 Nursery	 and	 Primary	 School	 is	 run	 in	 rural	 village	 at	 Vellore	
District	for	educating	children	belonging	to	socially	and	economically	backward	
section.	
The	parents	of	children	are	daily	landless	laborers	at	construction	site,	brick	making	
factories	 or	 farming.	 At	 school,	 we	 provide	 children	 their	 right	 to	 education,	
participation	and	health.	As	a	continuing	initiative,	we	have	provided	children	with	
morning	porridge	and	mid-day	meals	understanding….	
	
1. That	most	of	 the	parents	of	student	go	 for	work	 in	early	mornings	by	6:30	am,	

hence	they	are	not	able	to	ensure	that	their	children	have	breakfast,	which	is	a	
very	important	meal	of	the	day.	
	

2. As	 a	 part	 of	 providing	 good	 balanced	 diet	 at	 school,	 Rice	 or	 Raggi	 Porridge	 is	
given	between	10:45	am	to	11:00	am	in	alternative	days.	The	porridge	is	healthy,	
easily	digestible	and	contains	carbohydrates	and	proteins	and	also	hydrates	the	
body	with	energy	from	starch	water.	Iodine	supply	through	salt	is	also	provided	
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3. Midday	 meal	 is	 provided	 to	 all	 the	 children	 at	 school.	 The	 recess	 is	 between	
12:30pm	to	1:00	pm.	Good	quality	rice	is	given	with	vegetable	mixed	in	sambar	
made	 from	 pulses.	 The	 rice	 is	 mixed	 with	 the	 sambar	 hence	 all	 children	 are	
provided	with	sufficient	proteins,	vitamins	and	carbohydrates.	The	food	served	
is	not	very	spicy	and	edible	by	small	children	too.	

	
4. All	children	get	to	eat	same	food	at	same	time	in	sufficient	quantity;	hence	there	

is	 no	 class	 or	 caste	 discrimination	 or	 division	 amongst	 children.	 They	 bring	
their	 plates	 and	 glass	 and	 are	 taught	 to	 wash	 them,	 creating	 an	 order	 and	
discipline	in	them.	

	
5. The	Student	Food	minister	at	Garden	of	Peace	School	 ensures	 the	quality	 and	

quantity	 of	 food	 given	 to	 children	 and	 any	 issues	 pertaining	 to	 food	 is	 taken	
during	Children	Parliament	session.	

	
6. They	 also	 ensure	 that	 food	 is	 not	 wasted	 and	 thus	 conveying	 the	 concept	 of	

saving	and	not	wasting	food.	
	
	
OUTCOMES	OF	THE	NUTRITION	PROGRAM:	
	
1. All	students	are	healthy.	They	eat	food	at	school	regularly	at	a	specified	
time.	
2. There	is	no	wasting	of	food	and	children	eat	all	vegetables,	rice	and	pulses	
required	for	a	sound	body.	
3. There	is	no	nutrition	related	illness	found	amongst	any	child	in	School.		
4. The	school	shows	good	attendance	and	most	of	the	leaves	are	due	to	the	
family	commitments.	

	
CULTIVATION	AT	SCHOOL:	
	
The	school	produces	vegetables	and	rice	in	its	organic	farm.	However,	this	year	
due	 to	 decrease	 in	 groundwater	 and	 unavailability	 of	 water	 to	 drink	 the	 crop	
production	 was	 greatly	 reduced.	 Our	 objective	 is	 to	 increase	 the	 trees	 in	 the	
farm,	 which	 will	 keep	 the	 place	 cool	 and	 reduce	 the	 water	 evaporation.	 The	
plantation	of	trees	will	reduce	dehydration	in	children	too.		
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Holistic	Care	for	Child	and	relief	for	Parents:	An	unfolding	story	by	
Vinayakamoorthy.	
	
Indumathi,	 Lilly	 and	 Gokulkannan	 study	 in	 4th,	 2nd	 and	 UKG	 respectively	 at	
Garden	 of	 Peace	 School.	 They	 had	 joined	 the	 school	 in	 June	 2018.	 They	 were	

earlier	 studying	 in	 Desia	 Higher	
Secondary	School	in	Kanaiyambadi,	which	
is	 a	 private	 school.	 Their	 father	
Vinayakamoorthy	 met	 with	 an	 accident	
and	could	not	go	to	the	job	for	close	to	six	
months.	He	currently	works	as	a	security	
personnel	 in	 a	 private	 company	 at	
Chennai	and	comes	one	day	a	week.	Due	
to	financial	constraints	he	was	not	able	to	
send	his	kids	to	a	private	school	as	school	
fee	was	close	to	twenty-five	thousand	per	
year.	 	 Their	 mother	 earlier	 had	 to	 pack	

lunch	and	give	the	children,	which	was	a	laborious	job.	The	children	according	to	
him	earlier	did	not	always	complete	their	lunch;	they	used	to	demand	for	snacks	
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as	 their	 classmates	 brought	 them	 to	 school.	 The	 children	were	 consuming	 too	
much	 junk	 food.	 However,	 at	 Garden	 of	 Peace	 he	 is	 totally	 relieved	 about	 his	
children’s	food	habits.	He	is	happy	that	children	sit	together	and	complete	their	
food,	 eat	 vegetables	 and	 wash	 their	 plates.	 They	 also	 get	 morning	 porridge,	
which	is	very	good	and	healthy	for	them.	He	states,	by	putting	his	children	in	this	
school	 he	 has	 not	 just	 financially	 able	 to	 recover,	 but	mentally	 and	 physically	
able	to	develop.	He	states	he	is	very	happy	when	he	comes	to	school	and	sees	his	
children	having	food	happily	and	is	convinced	that	they	are	supported	well	and	
hopes	for	a	great	future	for	his	children.	
Yogalakshmi	 joined	as	a	 teacher	two	years	ago	at	Garden	of	Peace	School,	 then	
her	kid	Akshaya	was	just	a	year	old.	She	teaches	Kindergarten	children	at	school.	

Her	 daughter	 was	 taken	 care	 for	
another	 six	 months	 at	 her	 in	 laws	
place.	Ever	science	2017	for	almost	
two	 years	 now	 Akshaya	 has	 been	
coming	 to	 school	with	her	mother.	
She	in	her	initial	days	goes	class	to	
class	 and	 is	 loved	 by	 all	 children.	
Yogalakshmi	 says	 she	 has	
developed	 immense	 patience	 and	
learnt	 to	 take	 care	 of	 kids	 with	
great	 compassion.	 Akshaya	 eats	
with	 children	 and	 is	 currently	 in	
LKG	 at	 the	 school.	 She	 eats	 all	
vegetables	 and	does	not	 spill	 food.	
She	 has	 been	 washing	 her	 plates	
for	 the	 last	 one	 year.	 She	 says,	
though	 her	 husband	 runs	 milk	
business,	 her	 daughter	 does	 not	
like	milk	instead	happily	drinks	the	

porridge	during	breaks	with	 the	kids	which	 is	a	great	 supplement	 for	her.	The	
school	 she	 feels	 for	 Akshaya	 is	 a	 second	 home	where	 she	 is	 very	 comfortable,	
safe	and	happy.	
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Sathish	works	 in	a	brick-making	unit	at	Pudur.	He	and	his	wife	 leave	home	 for	
work	at	3	O'clock	in	the	morning	and	works	till	8:30	am,	and	on	certain	days	he	
works	over-night	 till	 day.	 Sathish	 says	he	was	 initially	worried	 about	his	 son’s	

education	and	life	because	of	
his	 work	 and	 expenses	 in	
educating	 them.	 Things	
changed	for	him	when	he	put	
his	 elder	 son	 Vasanth	 at	
Garden	 of	 Peace	 School.	 He	
was	told	it	was	a	free	school,	
so	he	admitted	him	but	to	his	
surprise	 found	 that	 just	 like	
government	 school	 the	
children	were	 provided	with	
very	 healthy	 food.	 They	 get	
food,	 uniforms,	 books	 and	
stationaries	 for	 no	 cost.	 He	
says	his	wife	is	very	happy	to	
work	 1day	 in	 a	 month	 at	
school	 where	 she	 gets	 to	
meet	others	and	see	children	
having	 food	without	wasting	

any	 vegetables.	 After	 seeing	 things	 at	 school,	 he	 was	 very	 certain	 that	 his	
daughter	Karthiga	should	also	study	here	as	he	 feels	 this	 is	 the	best	 conducive	
environment	 for	 his	 children	 to	 study.	 According	 to	 him,	 for	 all	 the	 children	
whose	parents	work	in	brick	industry	getting	to	drink	porridge	in	the	morning	as	
a	supplementary	drink	is	very	good	as	sometimes	parents	are	not	able	to	provide	
breakfast.	He	states	he	is	very	happy	for	his	children	as	they	eat	good	food	and	
talk	about	watering	and	growing	plants	and	staying	closer	to	environment.	 	He	
further	 remarks	 funnily	 that	 his	 children	 like	 the	 school	 food	more	 than	 their	
mother’s.	
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